JA Career Success ® Workshop 2018-19
Opening your Doors and their Eyes to your World of Work
Today’s employers consistently suggest that the incoming workforce lacks employability skills. Be
part of the solution and host a JA Career Success Workshop at your facility! This 4.5 hour
interactive event lets deserving high school students experience a day in a corporate setting,
connecting with and learning from employee volunteer mentors.
JA Career Success Workshops equip students with the tools and skills required to earn and keep a
job in high-growth career industries. The curriculum features engaging, hands -on activities and
correlates to NJ Student Learning Standard 9 for 21st Century Life and Careers.

JA Career Success Workshops Include:


Welcome from your company’s executive leadership and/
or overview of your corporate mission and vision



Mock job interviews led by the experts– you!



Career cluster exploration



Hands-on teambuilding challenges



Networking lunch



Conflict resolution strategies through role-playing



Optional brief tour of your company’s facility

The JA Education Team will:

Work with schools and educators to recruit and prepare participating students, arrange
transportation, provide convenient volunteer orientation either the morning of the event prior to
student arrival or via brief conference call, and moderate and manage the entire program. JA
provides all student materials needed.

Corporate Hosts will:

Provide space, lunch, and light breakfast or snacks for 20-200 students (depending on desired impact and
space available), and recruit employees to serve as mentors and/or featured speakers. Consider making a
donation to defray costs associated with the program event because JANJ is a 501 (c) (3) organization and
does not charge the schools to participate.
“A program and atmosphere that makes it easy to connect to the
youth. JA is making a difference in the lives of the up and coming
generation.” -JA Career Success Workshop Volunteer
“I actually got motivated today and felt professional for the first
time in my life. I am comfortable now and I know what I would like
to do for a career.” – Daniel, Essex County Tech, Newark

Be a part of NJ’s premier forum for career readiness! Contact:
Christy Tighe | ctighe@ja.org | 609.903.6875

